
OUR THEORY OF CHANGE 

Education outcome requirements have changed dramatically over the past 50 years, yet the structure of our 

education system has remained much the same. North Carolina's system of education does not meet the needs of 

the future, where our economy demands that every student have at least a high school degree, and more than 

two-thirds of all jobs will require additional post-secondary credentials. 

To advance the three conditions that each North Carolina student needs to be successful, BEST NC will advocate 
for policies that: 
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These same business principles apply to the transformation of education. To advance the three key conditions 
that each North Carolina student needs to be successful, BEST NC will advocate for policies that: 
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comprehensive talent by increasing supports and 

recruitment plan to by ensuring that our by using data and innovation to maximize 

develop, support, and education system provides research to direct educators' capacity and 
compensate the highest students with the types resources where they are help every child reach 
quality educators for every and level of skill, needed most. We support their potential at every 
school in North Carolina. knowledge, and behavior systemic, sustainable step in their education 
We support policies to they need to succeed in solutions that meet each pathway. We support 

give educators greater work, school, and life. We student and school where innovations that use new 
flexibility to serve the support policies to they are and raise technologies to 

unique needs of their increase transparency and expectations for all. individualize learning and 
students while setting high accountability to support in-school supports that 

expectations and student-focused, enable teachers to focus 

rewarding innovation and evidence-based decisions. on their primary job of 
achievement. facilitating learning. 
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